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FORMAT 75 x 105 Cms. 8.500 Impr./hour.
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JRI{-105
VARIOPLAN@
SYSTEM
BROCHURE AUTOMATIC PLATEN
PRESS IBERICA JRK-105

CONVEY ANCE SYSTEM
The feeder automatically separates the sheets and feeds
them down the feed table in a smooth. continuous stream.
Individual sheets are registered into the grippers. which are
manufactured in strengthened materials and aerodynamically.
designed to avoid excessive air turbulence. There are nine
gripper bars. which transport the sheets accurately into the
press for cutting and creasing The cut and creased sheets are
delivered into the stripping and blanking units. A system of
photocells and electronic devices throughout the machine
control the sheets, detect any faults. and ensure trouble free
running.
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AUTOMA TIC NON-STOP FEEDER
Designed to handie a range of materials from paper to
corrugated board up to 3 mms. Thickness. Changeover for
different sheet sizes and papers weights is quick and simple.
It is equipped with a Non-Stop device allowing each stack of
work to be inserted without stopping the machine. The unit is
also equipped with floating platform system and coloured guide
lines which enables palletised stacks to be used and facilitates
easy alignment.
A two sheet detector device ensure that sheets are delivered
correctly to the feed table.
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FEEDING TABLE
The feeding table conveysthe sheets from the feeder to the
press infeed in a flat and shingled manner. There is a hinged
frame mounted on top of the feed table, complete with a
series of transport wheels and brushes, this can be lifted and
locked clear of the table for easy access. The feed table is
made of Anti-Static stainless steel and is fitted with four
Anti-Static conveyor belts, with variable speed which run over
the surface, ensuring perfect control of the sheets to the front
lays.The front laysare individuallyadjustable.The side lays
are adjustable for all sizes, and move on a calibrated scale
guide to facilitate the change over from one job to the next.
The side lays are able to operate in either a pushing or pulling
action, according to the caliper of the board. There is an
electronic sidelay register control device.
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MAIN CONTROL PANEL
The main control panel is situated adjacent to the feed table
and incorporates a schematic of the machine with lights
indicating the position of any malfunction within the machine,
other auxiliary controls are located in the feeder, stripping
and blanking unit, to allow the operator to perform each task.
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Specialheavy

duty casting and high quality

materials

are used in

the manufacture of this section to ensure long life and vibration
free impression.
It develops a maximum pressure of 300 Tm accurate pressure
setting to 1/100 Mm (.0004') is adjusted by means of a
handweel.
The moving lower platen is driven vertically on four elbow
levers by the V ARIOPLAN SYSTEM, producing a long and even
pressure.
Automatic lubrication ensures smooth operation and minimum
wear.
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Rotating arms enable the forme to be swivelled thus providing
easy access for any corrective work to be carried out.
An automatic stop device allows the machine to be stopped in
the exact position to remove chases and cutting plate. A
midline centre system allows the quick Set-Up of the forme in
the chase.
...

STRIPPING UNIT
Automatic stripping of the waste is effected in this unit, which
incorporates three removable chases equipped with
cross-bars and pins.
The upper chase is motorised and can be raised vertically
whilst the machine is stationary.
The upper chase and female chase incorporates the midline
centre system for quick Set-Up.
In order to take out the stripping chases, you depress a
button to stop the machine automatically in the correct
position. The stripping unit can be prepared off the machine
with the premake ready stripping table as an option.
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BLANKINGUNIT
This unit separates the blanks from the waste. The blanks are
pushed down into the lower blank separating tool, leaving the
remaining waste to continue onto the waste conveyor
delivery belt.
The unit is equipped with two chases, an upper and lower
chase, which enables the separating tools to be set quickly.
Both chases can be removed from the machine. Universal
tools or specific tools can be completely Set-Up off the
machine in the pre-make ready blanking table.
The cut blanks are stacked in this unit using a programmable
counter to pre-determine the amounts required between
interleaving.

PRE-MAKE REAO y STRIPPING
ANO BLANKING TABLES
Appropriate for avoiding down-time in preparing the machine
with a consequent increase in productivity.
The stripping pre-make ready table is equipped with a
complete set of chases (upper, female and lower chase) and
one complete set of cross bars and pins.
Upper and lower stripping chases can be operated in the
table in order to check correct setting.
The table can be rotated for easy access to both lower and
upper chases for settings each job.
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The pre-make ready blanking table is equipped with the
upper and lower universal chases with a complete set of bars.
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INTERLEA VING SHEET MAGAZINE
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The automatic and programmable insertion of an interleaving
sheet ensures an accurate count, and the stability of the pile,
and is operated without interrupting production by means of
an automatic Non-Stop rack.
...
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FRONT EOGEANO WASTE
TRANSPOR T,
QUALITY CONTROL AUOIT
By means of an adjustable variable speed waste delivery
conveyor belt. all remaining waste is deposited onto this
belt for final waste disposal.
The machine is equipped with the facility to pass one cut
and creased non stripped sheet through the machine
automatically. and with minimum interference to production.
This is achieved by pressing a single button on the control
panel. this automatically stops the feeder. lifts both stripping
and blanking upper chases. and passes one cut and creased
non stripped sheet through the machine onto the variable
speed delivery belt for the operator to remove for checking
quality. The machine automatically resets to the full stripping
and blanking mode. and continuous production.

PALLETEXTRACTION
Once the stack has reached its maximum height or the
preprogrammed number of sheets. an automatic system
removes the full pallet sideways from the machine and
places an other empty pallet in position.
This operation is carried out without stopping production
by means of an automatic Non-Stop rack whitch sto res the
removed blanks or sheets during this process
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MAXIMUM SHEETSIZE

750 X 1.050MM.

MINIMUM SHEETSIZE

350 X

MINIMUM PAPERTHICKNESS

(ACCORDING QUALlTY)

400 MM.

90-95 G/M2.

MAXIMUM CARDBOARD THICKNESS

1.5 MM.

MAXIMUM CORRUGA TED BOARD THICKNESS

3 MM.

MAXIMUM OPERATIONAL PRESSURE

300 TM.

MAXIMUM SPEED

8.500 IMPR.lHOUR.

MAIN DRIVE MOTOR WITH VARIABLE SPEED

20 CV (15KW).

TOTAL POWER INSTALLED

43 CV (32KW).

AIR REQUIRED PRESSURE

6 KG/CM2.

MACHINE APPROXIMA TE NET WEIGHT

23.600 KG.

FLOOR SPACEOCCUPIED: LENGTH

10.IOM.

WIDTH

6.26 M.

HEIGHT

3.30 M.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
AUTOMA TIC NON-STOP FEEDERWITH PLATFORM
TO LOADING DIRECTLy BY PALLET.
FEEDING TABLE.
PRESSWITH VARIOPLAN SYSTEM.
MIDLlNE CENTRE SYSTEM.
STRIPPINGUNIT.
BLANKING UNIT WITH AUTOMATIC NON-STOP RECEPTION.
AUTOMA TIC NON-STOP DELlVERY.
2 UNIVERSAL CHASES.
2 CUTTING PLATES.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:
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PRE-MAKEREADY STRIPPINGTABLE.
PRE-MAKEREADY BLANKING TABLE.
COLD EMBOSSING EQUIPMENT.
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